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Abstract— The main motivation is to reduce power consumption in wireless transmission networks. In Wireless transmission networks power management and node deployment are the important factors in wireless transmission networks. In the previous methods, power can be reduced even though the nodes are remains in sleep mode. But the novel approach is proposed to reduce power in active condition. The main advantage is that the nodes are deployed in automatic manner which overcomes manual deployment. Nodes are used to cover maximum area with highly accurate localization mechanism can be done by ECDH protocol. Grid deployment is used for automatic node deployment in networks. The grid with minimum value technique is the important method to place the mobile node in the networks. Node uses power only in the active condition, whenever it needs to transmit data.

Index Terms— Dynamic Power Management, Grid Deployment, Mobile Sensor Node Deployment, Particle filter algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an evolving technology of great interest to many academic units and research centers in universal. A sensor network can be composed of more number of sensor nodes that will be communicated with each other by a wireless network. The main tasks of sensor node are to sense data, and then do some processing and storing of data. Then it must communicate with other node that is it should transmit the sensed data to base station. Sometimes sensor node can be used location finding system and mobilizer, it depends the application where to use nodes. The data of each node are integrated. Motion-less design is a communal scheme because of long-term motion will consume more energy.

Sensor network can be composed by placing more number of nodes inside the phenomenon to sense or very close to it. Sensor nodes can be placed in static or random manner. The main tasks of a sensor node in a sensor field are to perform some pre-assigned events, and then perform some quick local data processing with data storage if required, and then transmit the data. For those processes sensor nodes require energy. Power consumption can be divided into three fields such as sensing, communication, and data processing to be done at sensor nodes. Public values can be calculated by product of randomly selected numbers with base point of elliptic curve. The sender and the receiver will use the same base point, both will independently choose their own random numbers.

Many challenges rise when the security in wireless sensor networks is taken. Such challenges are like resource limitations on sensor nodes, large and dense networks, and unknown network topology prior to deployment and high risk of physical attacks to unattended sensors [1]. Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) allows two parties Alice and Bob to use a shared secret key since it is public key agreement protocol. Implementation of Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm enabled by group of points on an Elliptic Curve over a Galois Field Secret key can be generated between Alice and Bob done by agreement to use the same Elliptic Curve domain parameters [2]. For resource-restricted sensor nodes, Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key exchange is feasible one. Perfect resilience to node capture, excellent scalability, and low memory as well as communication overhead are the main advantages of using ECDH key exchange in WSNs[3].

By using the ECDH key exchange scheme, one of the possible key management schemes is to permit every lower end sensor node set up shared keys with each of its neighbours. The entire nodes are ostensibly deployed in the field where as in many existing reliable sensor networks [4]. In nodes’ distribution coverage is the most considered factor, and there are three main deployment methods. The first method confers [5] the variety of regular deployment topologies, includes circular and star deployments, as well as triangular, square, and grid deployments, and analyzes each topology’s performance. In order to find the place of all sensor nodes, virtual forces are utilized in second method [6][7][8]. The third protocol works on the on the principle of moving sensors from a heavily deployed region to a sparsely deployed area. By including the mobility in wireless sensor network, life time of node can be improved is analyzed [9]. In which only a small percentage of network nodes are used as mobile node, and allow them to move in order to find recharge, energy, and deliver energy to immobile nodes.

Deployment of sensor network is the main issue in wireless sensor network. Designed has been carried out for distributed self-deployment protocols for mobile sensors [10]. The protocols should be calculating the target positions for the mobile node after discovering a coverage hole. Used Voronoi diagrams to discover the coverage holes and design three movement-assisted sensor deployment protocols, VORonoi-based, VEC (VECtorbased) and Minimax based on the principle of moving sensors from densely deployed areas to sparsely deployed areas. Technical challenges and design principles are discussed in terms of system architectures, hardware development, and protocols, and software development [11].

Energy harvesting techniques, Radio technologies, and cross-layer design for IWSNs has been discussed. Coverage and uniformity increased rapidly by placing a mobile node into the monitored environment [12]. Used a novel algorithm...
which as “Grid Method”, it divided the map into many individual grids and the weighting value of each grid is determined by environmental factors. Those factors are pre-deployed nodes effect, boundary effect, and obstacles effect. The grid with minimum values is the goal of the mobile node. And the mobile node should be moved to low grid value place. This increases the coverage in wireless sensor network.

A Quality of service enhanced Base station Controlled Dynamic Clustering Protocol (QBCDCP) analyzed to suitable for the support of video and imaging traffic over resource constrained wireless sensor nodes [13]. The protocol achieved energy efficiency through a rotating head clustering approach and delegation of energy-intensive tasks to a single high-power base station, while providing quality of service (QoS) support by including delay and bandwidth parameters in the route selection process. A new approach for user authentication or server authentication by using Elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) and optional SIP’s header is introduced [14]. The methods for improving authentication in IMS environment based on SIP protocol is investigated and analyzed. Probabilistic unbalanced distribution of keys throughout the network is demonstrated [15]. That leverages the existence of a small percentage of more capable sensor nodes can not only provide an equal level of security, but it reduces the consequences of node compromise.

II. APPLICATIONS OF SENSOR NETWORKS

Wireless sensor networks have lot of applications in various fields. The sensor networks can be used in the field of Health Care, Disaster Relief, detecting chemical, Emergency Rescue operation, Military, Environmental monitoring, Habitat Monitoring, Home networks, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive material etc. Some applications for different areas are Military, Medical and health systems, Industrial and home networks, Forest fire detection, Flood detection, Environmental control in office buildings, Health monitoring. For health monitoring sensor will gather data to infer activities of daily living and also give clues to a person’s state of health then Monitor patients with dementia and other ills of aging. Early signs of disease are also possible and prevent its progression. One of the applications is monitoring bridges and building.

Monitoring bridges with wireless data Sensors can be done by mounted sensors on highway bridges track conditions that affect stability. For older bridges, the data provides an objective view of the bridge’s condition and safety. To monitor bridge 10 to 20 sensors can be used. Wireless sensor networks applications also in various fields like Home automation, Industrial monitoring and consumer electronics, security and military surveillance, Environmental sensing. The air conditioning and heat of most buildings are centrally controlled. Therefore, the temperature inside a room can vary by few degrees. Sensors detect the events first, and then it processes them if it is possible. After processing those data it will send it to the sink. For that sensor nodes utilize its energy for sensing, processing and transmission purposes.

III. PROPOSED SYSTM OF SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

System module of proposed system consist of,
- Node implementation
- Grid deployment
- Power management
- Performance evaluation

More number of nodes is implemented in a sensor environment, and also placed different mobile nodes to conserve energy. The initial check is performed that will check whether is already in grid based channels or to apply grid channels. After grid deployment it moves to awakening scheme which handles asynchronous power management for our different taken parameters such as Security, delay, loss rate and energy conservation for grid and random using x-graph as graphical tool which is implemented in Network Simulator. Proposed system is shown in figure 1.

![Proposed System Diagram](image)

**Figure 1: Proposed system**

A. Node Implementation

Here some sensor nodes are implemented with initial energy and some mobility node for randomization. These sensor and mobile nodes may request to transfer the data’s as per the Tcl script, so that it is easy to trace the graphical output such as NAM, Graph.

B. Researches on deployment of wireless sensor networks

Wireless sensor network deployment is one of main problem in the research of wireless sensor network, because it affects the cost and performance of network. A good deployment strategy can reduce cost of network, save the energy for communication and increase robustness of the network. Because of its various applications in wireless sensor network, various researches are going in different situations. Some of the applications, the sensors are deployed in a random manner, for example, by plane. Thus the coverage and connectivity are the most important factors. In most of the applications, the sensors may be damaged by anthropogenic or natural factors, such as battle, earthquakes or flood. As a result, the network can lose its connectivity at any time.
In some other applications, the deployment can be calculated beforehand and the sensors can survive long time in the environment. Thus performances of deployments of this kind of applications are more predictable.

C. Deployment Algorithm

Deployment algorithm proposes a framework for deployment of wireless sensor network in participatory sensing environment. It consists of several sub-models, they communicate with each other by parameters. By flexibility, means every model can be replaced by another providing the interfaces between models remain the same. This gives our deployment algorithm a good generality, which is very important due to diversity of participatory campaigns. Our framework bases on the assumption that the sensing field consists of two of three dimensional grid points, which is described in the problem formulation. Our framework concentrates on the two-dimensional cases. However, it can be generalized into three-dimensional cases straightforwardly. The distanced between adjacent grid points is determined by different campaigns. As a result, should be chosen according to practical situations. Besides this, our framework consists of following sub-models:

\[ E = q_2 * p(q_1) d(q) \] (1)

- The model for sensors gives the sensing ability, by providing a detection probability matrix D. Each entry \(d\) of the matrix gives the probability that grid point \(g_i\) can be sensed by a sensor deployed in grid pointing \(g_j\).

- The terrain model gives information of the sensing field, such as climates and obstacles. It affects the detection probability matrix D. For example, obstacles block the visions of some kinds of sensors and this will set some entries of the matrix to be 0. The climates, such as fog, can decrease the detection probability. As a result, it works with sensors model together to provide the detection probability matrix D.

- The performance of every participant is described by a quality evaluation model. The sensing quality is represented by marks as a real number in the range of [0, 1]. This sub model gives the probability distribution \(p\) for sensing quality of every participant, based on historical data. The ensuing quality probability of next sensing action in the range [q1, q2] can be calculated by

For example, if a sensing quality probability distribution of one participant is then when this participant performs a sensing action next time, the probability that the quality of sensing result lies in the range of [0.5, 1] is given by

\[ E_1 = 0.5 * p(q_1) d(q) \] (2)

- The deployment algorithm will take the input from above sub-models, and then calculate the grid points which will need to be monitored by extra sensor(s) and gives the minimum wireless sensors required to make sure every grid point is covered by its minimum sensing probability, as well as the locations where the sensors are deployed.

The placement problem asks how to decide the minimum number of sensors required and their locations in I to ensure that I is grid-covered and that the network is connected. Coverage is affected by sensors’ sensing distance, while connectivity is determined by their communication distance. By considering that, the sensors are mobile and the area I may change over by time, and the objective of the dispatch problem is to schedule sensors to move to the designated locations (according to the result computed by the placement strategy) such that the total energy consumption of sensors due to movement can be minimized.

1. Partition the sensing field into small sub cells \(C^k\) having a regular pattern
2. \(i=0\);
3. While termination conditions are not satisfied do.
4. Select a cell head from \(H^k\) the nodes which are moved to a cell \(C^k\)
5. Each node n within cell sends position P[n] to the cell head.
6. Each cell head \(H^k\) learn the neighboring cells information for all and constructs the adjacency list \(A^k\). Each cell head \(H^k\) selects the victim nodes \(V^i\) that are to be sent to the neighboring cells
7. Assign each victim node a new position
8. Notify the adjacent cells with positions of the victim nodes.
9. All the Victim nodes will move to the new cells
10. \(i=i+1\);
11. end

Random field to be R-covered, under the assumption that the communication distance of sensors \(r_1\) is no smaller than twice of their sensing distance \(r_2\). Here \(r_2\) is Random Sensing and \(r_1\) is Random communication. The work in models the sensing field by grids and considers two kinds of sensors with different costs and sensing capabilities to be deployed in the sensing field. The objective is to make every grid point

Figure 2: Deployment algorithm
R-covered and the total cost is low. However, these both address the relationship between \( r_i \) and \( r_j \). 

\[ H_i \] represents the head node of \( i \)th cell at \( i \)th iteration and \( f(p) \) is the set of current node locations. \( A_i \) is the adjacent cell information of the head cell \( H_i \) and \( V_i \) are the victim nodes that are targeted to the empty neighboring cells of the cell \( C_i \) by the head node \( H_i \).

### D. Asynchronous power management

In the asynchronous protocol, if the number of buffered packets for an intended receiver exceeds a threshold \( L \), the sender signals the receiver to remain on for the next slot. A node requested to stay awake sends an acknowledgment to the sender, indicating its willingness to remain awake in the next slot. The lifespan field in the neighbor list entry keeps the expected wakeup duration of a neighbor, and is set when the corresponding neighbor acknowledges the reservation request. If a node is not requested to stay awake by any of its neighbors, it follows its own wakeup schedule. The request is renewed on a slot-by-slot basis, i.e., the reservation only span one slot. If a neighbor is awake according to the schedule kept track of in the wakeup protocol, or it has previously acknowledged its willingness to stay awake in the current slot, then a node may deliver packets to it.

### E. Mobile Configuring Deployment Algorithm for Maximum Coverage

In this section, a distributed algorithm for sensor deployment is described, considering that the space is divided into several disjoint and equal-sized hexagonal cellular regions. In which each node first selects itself as a cell head with a pre-defined probability head (Phead). If one node elects itself as a cell head, then it broadcasts its location to its neighbors. If it is not, then the node listens to the message from cell head and the node will send its location to its corresponding cell head. If any one of the head node is not elected with in a cell, then all the nodes lie in the normal state and will respond to the message transmitted by the head node.

When learning step of the deployment process, each cell head is capable of communicating with neighboring cell head/Normal nodes. If a head node is elected then all the other nodes in that cell will become as slaves. If the head node is elected, then it will execute the deployment algorithm which will uniformly spread the nodes along the given sensor field. Basically the head node will find out the position of the neighboring cells and then move redundant sensors in its cell to the unoccupied cell and this node (the node which is currently moved) will become the head node of the cell. This will be repeated till all the cells are covered.

### F. ELLIPTIC CURVE DIFFIE-HELLMAN

Two communicating parties like server(s) and client(c) must agree beforehand to utilize the same curve parameters and base point \( G \) in the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key exchange. Both the server and client must generate their private keys such as \( P.S \) and \( P.C \), respectively. The corresponding public keys are given below.

\[ P.S = P.S \cdot G \text{ (sender)} \]  
\[ P.C = P.C \cdot G \text{ (client)} \]

(3.1)  
(3.2)

Sender will generate \( P.S.G \) as its private key and the client will generate \( P.C.G \) as its private key. They exchange their public keys, then each will multiplies its private key with the other party’s public key in order to derive a common shared secret key.

\[ P.C \cdot P.S = P.S \cdot P.C = P.S \cdot P.C \cdot G \]  
(3.3)

Attacker cannot find this shared secret from the \( G \), curve parameters or the public keys of the parties. In order to achieve secure communication, Integrity, Confidentiality, authentication is the general requirement.

- Integrity and confidentiality requirements can be achieved by using encryption. It requires key(s) to encrypt or decrypt the data. Therefore key distribution mechanism is required which is suitable for the cryptographic method.
- The original user’s sent message is verified by authentication of message

Elliptic curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) is an anonymous key agreement protocol that allows both sender and receiver having an elliptic curve public-private key pair for establishing a shared secret over an insecure channel in wireless sensor networks. This shared secret key may be directly used as a key, or it may use to derive another key which can then be used to encrypt subsequent communications using a symmetric key cipher. This is a variant of the Diffie–Hellman protocol using elliptic curve cryptography. By using ECDH approach, low number of dynamic instruction has been executed.

Key establishment protocol uses shared key that is one node wants to establish a shared key with another node, but the only channel available for them may be eavesdropped by a third party. Initially, the domain parameters (that is, in the prime case or in the binary case) must be agreed upon. Also, each node must have a key pair suitable for elliptic curve cryptography, consisting of a private key (a randomly selected integer in the interval) and a public key (where, that is, the result of adding together times). Sender’s key must pair with receiver’s key. Each node must have the other node’s public key (an exchange must occur). Both nodes have shared secret key. The shared secret key calculated by both nodes is equal, because the only information about their private key that sender node initially exposes as its public key. So, no party other than receiver node can determine sender node’s private key, unless that receiver node can solve the elliptic curve Discrete Logarithm problem. Receiver node’s private key is similarly secure. No nodes other than sender node or receiver node can compute the shared secret, unless that node can solve the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman problem.

The public keys are either static or trusted, say via a certificate or ephemeral and ephemeral keys are temporary and not necessarily authenticated so if authentication is desired then authenticity assurances must be obtained by other means. The authentication is necessary to avoid Man-in-the-middle attacks. If one of sender node or receiver node’s public key is static then Man-in-the-middle attacks are satisfied. Some static public keys provide neither forward secrecy nor key-compromise for impersonation resilience amongst other advanced security properties.

Holders of static private keys should validate the other public key and it should apply a secure key derivation function to the raw Diffie–Hellman shared secret to avoid leaking information about the static private key. Some of the schemes with more advanced security properties see ECMQV and FHMQV. While the shared secret may be used
directly as a key or it is often desirable to hash the secret to remove weak bits due to the Diffie-Hellman exchange.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM OF HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

Assume that there have been some nodes deployed in the monitored region. In that region mobile node should be added. The problem raises that where this mobile sensor should be placed. Ultrasonic sensor used to sense the obstacles information. Two sensors are placed for finding obstacles in front and back side of the moving node. This information is passed over the LPC 2148 processor. If any obstacles are detected, then the mobile node should avoid to be placed there. For static nodes two zigbee modules are used. Those modules are connected with computer to monitor its performance.

The mobile node is composed of sensor node and a motion control unit with LPC2148 processor. It is driven by two step motors. Two motors are used to control the front and back side movement of the node. So that mobile node can be moved to the low grid value place to increase coverage. Battery supply should be given to the Zigbee module in moving vehicle. Moving vehicle with zigbee module is considered as mobile node, since its movement in done by both motors by giving moving instructions to the motor driver.

ZigBee is one of the Advanced Wireless Technology. Its Development Kit includes the Hardware using CC2431 (latest version of CC2430) and Software to support the ZigBee Protocol. The included software helps to develop the application based on ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 compliant. It also helps to understand the ZigBee Protocol and IEEE 802.15.4 compliant in such a way to perform the research on these standards and protocols. ZigBee is a wireless communication protocol for low power, low rate, reliable, and secured wireless personal area network, developed by ZigBee based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard. A ZigBee network is a multi-hop network with battery-powered devices.

Once the power level of the static node gets reduced, then the mobile node should move to that place to make transmission efficient. In that region mobile node should be added. The problem raises that where this mobile sensor should be placed. Deposition algorithm can be used with the mobile nodes to place it to monitored region. Static nodes are commercial products, micaZ, made by Crossbow. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of hardware implementation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the nodes which are placed in the simulation environment. In that figure nodes are sending data’s to its destination. Each grid has the same length of 1 m, each node is equipped with identical sensor, and the sensing radius is equal to 5m.

Simulation result of ECDH for security is shown in figure 5. Security can be achieved high by using ECDH. Since ECDH uses secret key.

The result in figure 6 shows good loss rate improvement. The loss rate gets reduced with use of ECDH. Compare to previous methods this will increases the performance by reducing the loss rate.
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Figure 6: Analysis of Loss Rate

The result in figure 7 shows delay of receiving data. The time delay with ECDH is decreased.

Figure 7: Analysis of Delay

It helps a lot to increase the system efficiency, improve energy conservation, and decrease the probability of missing an event.

Figure 8: Analysis of Energy

Figure 8 shows the energy graph. Covering more regions with less sensor nodes means that this policy is more powerful it reduces energy.

Figure 9: Low power in node

Figure 9 shows the low power in node. After it display low power information the mobile node should be moved to that place.

Figure 10: Hardware setup

Figure 10 shows hardware setup. It shows three zigbee modules and ultrasonic sensor.

VI. CONCLUSION

Asynchronous power management is efficient to reduce power depletion on a sensor network. In this analyze it shows that the energy conservation is achieved while deploying mobile nodes and also achieved security, improved loss rate and delay using ECDH.
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